
Vote IWGB: an effective negotiating team for all staff at UoL! 

Contact me: christopher.josiffe@london.ac.uk        https://iceforum2016.wordpress.com/  

Chris Josiffe is a Library Assistant, employed at Grade 3. 

My name’s Chris Josiffe and I’m standing as a Levels 1-6 negotiating rep. I’m 
campaigning alongside Rebecca Dooley (also Levels 1-6), Catherine Morrissey, 
Danny Millum and Damien Short (Levels 7-10). Please vote for all of us to get the 
most effective negotiating team for the staff side! 

The Information and Consultation of Employees (ICE) forum is a great 
opportunity for new voices to be heard by the University. The legislation that 
UoL are following here allows for employees to be consulted on a broad range of 
issues, and it’s up to us to make the most of it. Those of us elected as reps will 
negotiate with management to decide what the forum will cover, how often it will meet   
etc – my IWGB colleagues and I will be pushing for it to be as wide-ranging and as frequent as possible. 

Why the IWGB negotiating team is the right choice 

The IWGB, which I have been a member of since the branch was founded in 2013, has got a clear plan of how 
we can get the new forum to work in the interests of all staff. The existing recognition arrangements with 
UNISON and UCU will not be superseded by this: instead, we intend to use ICE to open up an additional 
channel of communication – an alternative voice, to run alongside the ones that are already in place. This can 
only be a good thing for staff at UoL. 

My IWGB colleagues and I are well-placed to do this – it was the IWGB that researched the law and pressed for 
this forum to be set up, and we have a local legal team who have successfully argued in court (at the Tribunal 
you heard about at the all-staff meeting!) for the right of all UoL staff to participate in these elections. Over the 
last three years we’ve demonstrated that our approach can achieve a lot for staff at the University, whether it 
be representing members and winning settlements, fighting for London Weighting, winning better terms and 
conditions for the cleaners at UoL, or opposing the CoSector developments. 

We would be able to do even more if we had the opportunity to represent you in this forum – and that is why I 
am asking you to vote for me and Rebecca in the Levels 1-6 category. 

If elected, we promise to: 

 Negotiate an open and democratic forum – no group of staff would be excluded. 

 Inform you of what’s discussed, both at the negotiating stage and once the forum is set up. 

 Consult regularly with you about what you want us to do – starting now! 

Why I’d make a good negotiating rep 

I’ve worked in Senate House Library for the last 16 years, and been a union member for all of that time. I have 
been a dedicated member of the IWGB since I joined, playing a key part in liaising with other library members 
and bringing issues to the attention of branch officers and management.  

I am also experienced in and knowledgeable about the University of London’s policies and procedures, and 
have had numerous meetings with UoL Human Resources which I think will stand me in good stead in any 
negotiations. 

Before joining IWGB I served as UNISON Communications Officer, and as well as working on improving 
communications with members on general union matters and meeting with management, I was involved in 
defending the terms and conditions of members and non-members alike in my department and the library as a 
whole. I believe that my lengthy experience not just of the library, but also of the University of London as a 
whole, will be of great value in ensuring I represent all staff if elected – I’m looking forward to the challenge! 

Vote for the IWGB candidates and you can’t lose! The current union recognition arrangements will continue 
regardless – we agree that UNISON and UCU should continue to be recognised. By voting for IWGB, you can 
guarantee an additional new voice for staff at the University.  
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